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The remote Scottish valley was living up to its reputation as a haven for every lost rain
drop, wind devil and generally unpleasant piece of weather to be found on this soon to be
forsaken planet. He could pick any spot in the depression below and see the wind sweeping
through the valley. Tugging the heather, slithering around the large boulders that dotted the
landscape like a giant snake, hugging every contour until finally converging gleefully on his face.
Heavy clouds stampeded prophetically from east to west bringing a slow continual drizzle that had
invaded every piece of clothing he wore. Thankfully, the cold has little effect on him. Finding the
static brought by the storm strangely uplifting he puts the binoculars down, examines the
surrounding countryside and takes a deep breath as if to suck some of the swirling energy from
the air. Resolutely, he snuggles into the depression, seeking to compose his thoughts.
Across the valley, a single dim light makes a half hearted attempt to push the back the gloom
above the snaking road which runs between the two hills. Behind two tall concentric fences, nested
in a small concrete Bunker the light flickers behind a small window as if some lost soul paces back
and forth. For the last two days he has been scrutinising this building, searching for a way in. A
couple of times, a security guard has appeared in the doorway to smoke a cigarette. Waiting until
the guard feeds his nicotine habit again might be his best option to get inside.
After spending the last few weeks observing the Compound, he’s fairly confident that he has

discovered all the ways in and out. The Main entrance and the two others he’s found are heavily
guarded. He’s spent days searching before discovering this secluded entrance. Assuming this
Compound is what he thinks it is, eventually a subject would be brought out to exercise. Then he
would know for certain if he’s found the place he’s looking for.
Confidence in the secrecy the remoteness of this valley brings, must be making them complacent.
A simple guard should never have been allowed to create a breech in such a top class security
perimeter. Leaning forward he looks for the best spot to ambush the guard from.
Taking one last glance at the sea behind him to ensure that no-one is near; he climbs from
his vantage point and sets off on the arduous journey along the ridge of the hill. Sharp granite
scratches his hands and even threatens to dislodge him as he slowly makes his way through the
wet night. Glancing up at the valley crest, he is just in time to see the flicker of headlights before
they abruptly disappear. Feeling exposed he begins to hurry, knowing this location is too remote
for casual visitors. A grey van crests the hill and begins to slowly descend into the valley. Settling
down halfway to the bunker he stops to watch. The van is definitely not from the Compound; too
old and battered it would generate far too much interest in public. Not conforming to the code of
invisibility achieved by the standards normally employed by all staff from the Compound. The van
was definitely not from the Compound, too old and battered, it would generate far too much
interest in public; it would not conform to the code of invisibility normally employed by all staff
from the Compound. No one notices the family car, or the business man wearing an untailored suit
and nondescript tie. Assuming the persona of the invisible characters of society, to hide in plain
sight, was standard practice. Grey Volkswagen vans definitely don’t fade into the background. And
a grey van without headlights a hundred miles from civilisation on a dangerous mountain road at
night was stretching things a little far. He chuckles to himself.
.....
They’d met on the Tube; it was just a normal stuffy morning on the Central Line when this strange
young man, handsome in a roguish way, started to cough loudly. At first I thought he was some
sort of conceptual street performer. Then he started talking. *

In the not so distant future God&#x2019;s warriors walk the Earth, but which God?
Old conflicts are re-emerging and there is talk of new Crusades. Some say they've
already started. The Remnants, the last remaining secular society, seeks to push
back the war by stopping the Creators before they can start. They send back the
latest construction, a fifth generation Avatar, with one instruction: stop the destruction
of man.
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